
AN IDEAL PROTEIN FOR 
PET FOODS AND TREATS
THE BEST OF MEAT- AND PLANT-BASED 
PROTEINS IN ONE ALTERNATIVE PROTEIN.
Versity™ is a high-quality protein with a profile of essential amino acids that make it an ideal pet food ingredient. Versity 
has an amino acid profile that’s similar to egg and at a price that’s more economical. It’s a smart alternative to animal 
proteins with more label appeal than plant-based sources like corn, wheat and soy. Versity is the ideal niche protein 
product for adding a consistent supply of quality protein when animal- or plant-based proteins won’t suffice.

VERSITY. VERSATILITY MEETS FLEXIBILITY.
Versity is a complex protein composed of Saccharomyces yeast. It is a more affordable option than many common 
protein sources used in pet food formulations. The consistent nutrient profile and quality of Versity, along with its 
inherently low levels of fat and ash, make it ideal for multiple pet food and treat applications. Most of all, Versity 
meets your need for a cost-effective, complementary protein source for dogs and cats.

PROVEN ACCEPTABILITY AND DIGESTIBILITY.
Formulated specifically for pets, Versity is an excellent source of digestible amino acids and has no known anti-nutritional 
properties. This allows for efficient absorption and utilization by dogs and cats alike. In fact, recent studies demonstrate  
the feeding value of Versity for dogs and cats.



VERSITY FOR CATS

QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON.

Based on 10% inclusion of Versity in nutritionally 
complete and balanced cat diets:

- No negative effects on palatability, digestibility, urine
pH or health of adult cats.

- Cats showed a statistically significant consumption
preference for diet containing Versity.

- Showed the same high digestibility and utilization as
control diet based on total tract digestion (+80%) of
protein, fat, dry matter and organic matter.

Versity is from ADM, which means it comes with the backing of a global network of innovative and forward-thinking food 
ingredient experts. Plus, with our global team of nutrition and manufacturing experts, we will continue to innovate to 
provide you with the right ingredient solutions to meet the demand of today’s pet owner while ensuring unsurpassed 
safety and quality. Discover our expanding portfolio of quality ingredients, from premixes and custom blends to flavor 
and color systems, along with legacy and specialty ingredients.  

Visit ADMAnimalNutrition.com/pet or contact us at 877-236-2460 or AnimalNutrition@adm.com

VERSITY FOR DOGS
Based on 10% inclusion of Versity in nutritionally 
complete and balanced dog diets:

- No negative effects on palatability, digestibility or
health of adult dogs.

- Equally palatable to control diet based on first-bite
preference and total consumption.

- Showed the same high digestibility and utilization as
control diet for total tract digestion (+90%) of protein
and fat and total tract digestion (+85%) of dry matter
and organic matter.
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